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For my mother and father, and

for brothers & sisters who love the Teacher of the Law,

the Word of instruction and correction.

(We are given a set number of days to learn to believe in the worth of our
lives, to learn to speak according to our understanding, to learn not to pursue
the knowledge which doesn't lead to life, and to learn not to regret the gift of

truth given to each of us, namely, existence as a living being.)

*LOVE embraces every living soul, saying, "You can turn back."

 Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow;

they toil not, neither do they spin:

And yet I say unto you, That even Solomon in all his glory

was not arrayed like one of these.



   The writing system of one-fifth the world
The  Classical Age of China (480BC ~ 220AD) saw the unification of

China  and  its  literary tradition. In  the  periods  that  followed,  the  classic
written language (Literary Chinese) remained quite constant. However, as the
spoken  dialects  of  the  North  and  South  began  to  diverge, a  centralized
pronunciation  system  was developed,  called  "Middle"  Chinese,  as  a
compromise  for  the  reading  (and  rhyming)  of  Classical  works. The  first
dictionary of Middle Chinese was published at the end of the 6th century. At
that time, the highly-influential Classical Chinese literature, and its curated
system of  pronunciation, was  imported by Japan.  Today, 20% of normal
Japanese speech  is  Sino-Japanese  vocabulary rooted  in Middle Chinese
(termed, the "phonetic" or "ōn" readings of kanji). 

Literary Chinese continued to be the written language of all  Chinese
official documents until it was finally replaced by Standard Chinese, in 1919.
In that year,  the first  complete Chinese translation of the Holy Bible was
published. The Chinese Union Version is the title of two "twin" translations:
the  Literary  Chinese  ("Wenli")  version,  and  its  parallel  conversion  into
Standard Chinese. As Chinese uses characters to transliterate foreign names,
this Bible translation is immediately valuable as a collection of proper names
with which Western culture is familiar, written phonetically in characters.

What Westerners find is that, in contrast to any variety of Chinese, the
sounds  of  Japanese  are  quite  easy  to  learn.  Major  features  of  Chinese
pronunciation  were  dropped  when  adapted  into  Japanese:  the  tones,  the
aspiration of consonants, and distinctions such as the retroflex (sh,ch,zh) vs.
palatalized (x,q,j) sounds. This makes all remaining sounds used in Japanese
familiar to the anglophone: simplistic consonants (k/g, s/z/t/d/n, & f/b/m), and
the  vowels  (ah,  ee,  oo,  eh,  oh)  and  'R'  sound  are  like  those  of  Latin  or
Spanish. This makes a convenient point-of-entry for most English speakers. 

The consequence of having discarded these features is that Japanese has
an inordinate number of homophones. Not only does this create monotony,
but it makes it infeasible to transfer your kanji knowledge directly to other
Chinese languages. (The same issue applies to Standard Chinese, to about the
same degree; it has dropped a different set of features which Japanese has
actually  retained).  The  Japanese  romaji  system  I  use  adds  markings  to
indicate  the  Standard  Chinese  sounds.  Including  such  distinctions,  your
beginning knowledge of kanji may be faithful to a general worldwide usage. 

The basic structure of kanji is a two-part, "comment-topic" arrangement,
where a "parent" Phonetic root expresses a comment or characterization, 



⓪ a, ah, ar, af i, i', ir u, uh, u', ů e, eh, e' o, oh, or, ø

① +i -ai -- -ui -ei -oi [ai]
i, ng ai ui ē, ei, *jẽ, ẽi åi

② +u -au [ou] -iu [yuu] -uu -eu [ou] -ou
,ng,p ô, ỗ, ôu/ôv yū, yũ, yuv ū,ư, ũ,ữ, uv ơ, ỡ, ơu/ơv ō, õ, ou/ov, ŏ

③ +k -aku -iki / iku -uku -eki. -oku
k ak, ac iki / ik, uk, uc eki, eci ok, oc

④ +n -an -in -un -en -on
n, m an, am in, im un, um en, em on, om

⑤ +t -atsu -itsu/ichi -utsu -etsu/echi -otsu
t, p* az, aj, apz iz / izi, ipz uz, uj, ez / ezi, epz oz, oj

⑥ Y -YA -YU -YO
ya, ja, Sha.. yu, ju, Shu.. yo, jo, Sho..

⑦ +u -yau [you] -yuu -you
yô, yỗ, yôu yū, yũ, yuu *jẽ / eõ yō, yõ, you

⑧ +k -yaku S-yuku -yoku
yak, jak, Shak Syuk, Sjuk, Shuk yok, jok, Shok

⑨ +n S-yan S-yun S-yon
  Syan, Sjan, Shan Syun, Sjun, Shun Syon, Sjon, Shon  

⑩ +t -- S-yutsu --
Syuz, Sjuz, Shuz

-A (ah) -I (ee) -U (oo) -E (eh) -O (oh)

-yeu [ei/you]

     The 40   Sino-Japanese   Syllable  -Endings (Rimes)
        with Select Representations:

** Rows 9 & 10 only occur with the S/Z onset. 

• Rime markings: Tilde indicates a dropped final "-ng". Acute accent or horn, that an
"e" (historically a "yeh" sound) precedes or replaces the vowel. Circumflex, that an
"a" replaces the vowel. Breve sign, that a "u" precedes or overpowers the vowel. 

• For  consonants  (onsets):  The  underdot  adds  an  "h"  (fricative:  kh,  th,  sh,  bh).
Underbar is deletion (ḵ/g̱/ṯ/ḏ -> y, and m̱/ḇ -> w). Caron or lower hook adds "r"
(retroflex: tr, sr, nr). Upper hook adds "n" (implosive: nk, nt, mb). 

• Ş (s-cedille) indicates the Chinese ts. Japanese does not have true ch or ts, but these
are  approximations  of the "tight" /Ti/ and "loose" /Tu/,  respectively; Chinese ts
resolves to Japanese /S/, and ch (tsh) resolves to /Sh/. Though Japanese /Si/ is used
for writing the sh sound, /sha/shu/sho/ does usually borrow Chinese sh directly.



and silent Topic elements added to it create "child" meanings. The spoken
characterization may be divided into one or more vocal expressions — these
are latent variations of the Phonetic sound, and they are distributed among
the character children. Often, the secondary sound of a given kanji will be the
primary sound of one of its siblings, and vice-versa. On the 108 kanji plates,
presented later in this book, the "Pseudo-" Middle Chinese expressions are
shown above the boxes of kanji (along with Mandarin in parentheses). These
are then compacted down into the Japanese romaji. 

The Phonetic and Topic are composed in turn of component "letters."
We can divide the letters into 3 categories, according to the roles they play in
combining with one another. There are the Head letters, which are the seed
graphic forms (see Tone Map, page 39), and they create a new Phonetic root
when combined with any other letter.  There are the Topic letters ("radicals"
or "determinatives"), which are highly productive "silent" letters. These tend
to not impact the sound when combined with a  Phonetic;  but when two
Topics stack equally  with one another, they create a new Phonetic  root.
Third, there are the Phonetic letters, which are themselves Phonetic roots. 

Assigning logical  rules and English  meanings to components and to
characters is basically a statistical game, and depends on the set of kanji you
begin with. Given the 3,080 Standard Chinese kanji used in the CUV Bible
on one hand, and the 2,730  Standard Japanese kanji on the other, of these
two sets, 2,100 kanji are held in common (yielding a total of 3,720). To this
I've added another 625 high-frequency Chinese characters. 

The latter part of this book presents these kanji in their 1,040 phonetic
families (plus the "non-phonetic" letters), arranged on 108 plates. The data
on the plates are also condensed onto 108 cards, for study of the letters and
roots only. On the plates, below each box are "simplified" character forms, if
they exist: the caoshu cursive on the leftside (in LiuJiang-Cao font), and on
the rightside  the official Japanese form and  Chinese form. The cursive and
these two reforms are often similar, as their history is interlinked: 

Simplifications  have  been used for centuries,  for everyday shorthand;
their popularity impacted the Japanese official reforms in 1946, the Chinese
in 1956. One  type of shorthand replaces a common element with a  purely
graphical stand-in,  or  cursive  shape. The second  type, applied to limited
cases, is essentially "vocabulary simplification" — a whole kanji is replaced
by  another  already-existing  kanji,  used for  the  same sound and meaning.
Sometimes the plain root (without a determinative) replaces its traditionally-
used child character. This is one way simplification naturally happens, and is
a reason the original meanings of root words become unclear over time. 





I. Incident
I,  Shala,  will  speak  a  vision  shown to  me  at  Whatcom Creek.  As  I

remembered my mother, I asked in my heart, What was the mother language
of the first human families on this earth, and how could we return to the
original understanding and conversation which we shared? I heard a voice of
protection call to me then, and I saw the air before me become a wall, like a
veil or heavy screen, showing past and future times in its reflection. And I
understood that this is to reveal the days leading up to, in the aftermath of,
and during the great fire of confusion which consumed our original home. 

There are uncountable  natural  forms  in  our  world.  And within  any
human  language, each idea is given different representations,  and multiple
varied expressions, and multiple different meanings, depending on tone and
context. If one has familiarity with the basic shapes of language, one may
quickly spot similarities and differences, to correctly discern one idea from
the others, which is necessary to learn and use it. But the environments we've
lived in since birth were filled with shapes totally unlike the 'foundational'
human signs, and we are greatly deficit in such a familiarity. Even so, as one
undertakes to learn a new system, she quickly notices recurring elements, and
something  happens  which  is  at  first  exciting,  then  terrible:  It  becomes
apparent to her that there exist patterns, even highly-productive patterns, to
associate graphic forms with certain meanings, and certain expressions. But
which  patterns  are  true  and  profitable  to  pursue,  and  which  are  true  yet
practically limited (either too specific or generalized), and which patterns are
illusory and will be a liability or hindrance to growth? 

The  voice  told  me,  Many  come  to  this  crossroads.  Many  become
confused and cannot determine the words to describe their world. Because
they are not able to articulate their situation and problems, they will fail to
ask for help. They become discouraged about communication. But she gave
me instruction, "Divide the world, and search out your message among the
living, caring for their lives. Then you will find the Love you have lost."

And she recalled to me the words of my family's guardian, a Prophet,
who said, The integrity of a nation is in its way of modeling information, and
in the clarity of its communication lines: Discourse is shared and propagated
either in dignity, or in prideful fits. The people are either trained to honor all
truth in thought and speech, or they become practiced in deception. Everyone
is marked and adapted to the communication standards of his native home,
whether for good or for evil. And there is that nation which zealously adapts
means and methods into its  own language,  to recite, to propagate, and to
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commit vital instruction to memory. 

So also, all the cultural adaptive traditions of the nation mirror the ways
that an individual person learns: She intently adapts new signs and symbols,
diligently integrating them with the body of what she already knows. And
over  this  young  girl  is  a  guardian  spirit,  who  has  sought  me  out  and
addressed herself  as  the  Speaker.  Such a  guardian  as  this  is  able  to  take
possession  of  all  the  imagery  of  one's  youth  —  stories  half-understood,
novels,  film,  favorite  music  —  things  which  one  has  felt  from  one's
childhood to have concealed in them fragments of truth. The Speaker has
spiritual knowledge, to take these threads and weave them into a new story
for  the  good  and  protection  of  the  living  soul,  allowing  their  essential
message to show through in one's thought and speech. 

We are led by many examples to first pick and choose what we want to
see, according to what we desire, but by persistence, we can learn to fluctuate
in cycles between seeing the whole view and returning to our own. Finally,
we can triumph in continuing consistently in the right way. This is how I
intuited it  to  be.  At that  time I  vowed to sacrifice myself  to  the work of
understanding this way, the way that she may protect herself from confusion.

In  the  young girl's  learning,  what  may be the way to  purposely  and
generally pattern any given system of information, such that the system may
be self-referential and self-improving, and so aid in the assimilation of any
knowledge in a stepwise manner? What may be this universal discourse, and
what is or may be the basic structure of it, that it parabolically represents any
other system, and finds broad use in creating all effective analogy? 

These, then, were the words given to me for the young daughter of the
nation, the Melancholinista, who finds herself deeply absorbed in the scenes
and stories of her own creative imagination. On hearing the call,  she will
suddenly take up the notion that her stories are not hers alone — that there is
a real audience outside herself,  though she does not know the way yet to
communicate with them. With the Speaker's direction, her mind will give rise
to characters to search out her depths and her role upon the stage, and she
will find in due time the satisfaction in herself to communicate. 

This is what I heard: For anyone who believes they can no longer live in
this world, please hear. I've passed my life searching for the correct thing to
believe, doubting everything I saw and heard in my mortal body, all of my
thoughts, invalidating my feelings of the moment, in attempt to clear out all
potential falsehood. This for a possibility that, should I happen upon truth in
my lifetime, I would have no prior deep-set conclusions or conflicting ideas,
which would cause me to reject truth in confusion, or turn my back on it. 
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妙
The Wonderful One (Who)

(The prophet's first of 5 letters. 10:00.) Sister, you vowed to prevent evil
from arising, by making the case for Truth clear and understandable for all. 

Adding a point beside my viewpoint, I explore a ray or line, a structure
declaring two things at odds, making a continuum of extremes with no center.

Sister, you were a brilliant learner. You understood the writings of our
grandfather, a Guru of space, and taught to me: That every form contains, or
every consideration is composed of, a cycling of sub-forms, and such are the
reflection of the form's relations to other forms. It is itself contained by other
forms, either in a simultaneous manner, a sequential manner, or a spiraling-
out, as each is in turn contained by progressively greater forms. So inwardly,
the states of its sub-forms mirror these outer relations — such that at the
limit, the form's relation to its infinite outer (translational) space is a mirror
of its relation to the infinite multitudes of its own inner (vibrational) space. 

This is a model of structuring information in the mind, but consider that
the basic structure & operation of mind may be the same in quality as the
basic structure & operation of space itself. As space is alive and constantly
changing, so all of its substances (sub-forms) are living fields. 

Every  object  which  persists,  actively  maintains  its  form  —  in  an
unconscious,  compulsive  sense  —  by  vast  vibrational  feedback  loops,
concentrically emanating and inter-operating, such that each form consists in
and contains every other, because there is no space which is separate from
other space, and each form begets and creates the others. So the lifespan of a
form, before decaying totally, is the particular degree to which it harmonizes
(or agrees) with its environment. The strength of this agreement  is energy,
which can be gently spooled up and brought out of forms, even the atoms, to
fuel the stability and lifespan of other forms, by means of harmonic vibration
which honors the rational integrity of all space. 

Sister, you determined that you must apply yourself to developing this
means. This was a work no one knew, and none could assist or answer your
questions. And you said, "Our lives are like the clouds which pass over: How
much more so our interests? I will give my whole mind to this matter, and
care not for my body, until the work is completed." So I determined that in
this life I must not approach her, to become mixed up with her, to push or
pull or distort her own understanding and visions; neither shall she know me.
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ܐܐ א א  Αα

John 1: Light in the Darkness (Gen.)
(The prophet's sister-view: 5 X 5.)  Daughter, at the end of the millennium,
you find yourself in a rainbow land. Aleph is for Author & Finisher.

There are five elements necessary to all living things. The air (breath), water
(hydration), wood (food), fire (protection, defense), and earth (total health,
cleanness, and transmission). Here is the Law, cause and effect: the presence
of these is life, and their prevention is death. 

Friend, do you follow the commandment of concentration (life), given to all
on this planet?  "Have no other gods before me" (before the face of Truth). 

Prophet, friend, what do you think? Even in man's former paradise, the mind
of his youth, Pride was there. At that time, man still identified with  breath,
and so  his pride was for all  living creation. But with the intentions of an
innocent beast, he favored the life that was more like himself, ignorant that
the same life is in all creatures. Thus he commits the first act of iniquity: to
rashly dispose of living beings, to harvest and separate body parts, in the self-
satisfied notion of turning life into something more acceptable to his peers.
Their odors rise to the heavenly Falls, my home. 

The Lotus says,  The life who was, who is, and who is to come, enumerates
the Law for us — the foundation of the world — from beginning to end. And
in that foundation, the Light of the way to return. 

Matthew 5:3-9 / Proverbs 1 / Revelation 1

My son, if sinners entice thee, consent thou not. If they say, Come with us, let
us lay wait for blood, let us lurk privily for the innocent without cause... My
son, walk not thou in the way with them; refrain thy foot from their path: For
their feet run to evil, and make haste to shed blood... And they lay wait for
their own blood; they lurk privily for their own lives... 

Wisdom crieth without; she uttereth her voice in the streets: She crieth in the
chief place of concourse, in the openings of the gates: in the city she uttereth
her words, saying, How long, ye simple ones, will ye love simplicity? and the
scorners delight in their scorning, and fools hate knowledge? 

Turn you at my reproof: behold, I will pour out my spirit unto you, I will
make known my words unto you.
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ב ב  Ββ

2: Expedient Means (Exo.)
You look for the returning one, on the new upper ground. Daughter, Bet is for
Bread of life. 

Do you know the commandment of mindfulness (viewpoints) given to the
people of all nations?  "Make no image" of any created thing in the heaven
above, in the earth beneath, or in the water under the earth; serve them not.

Friend, it seems reasonable that all phenomena fall into a natural ordering of
great to small importance, according to the priority of attention to life: each
and every life being the total concern, and fractional matters lesser. We can
bear water to all, and with twelve billion eyes review all policy. 

But in place of that, the neurosis of nations: Seeing how man disposes of
living things,  the voice  of  Pride  directs  fear  toward the foreign man,  the
Other who is over seas. From the Ocean Platform, planners heedlessly litter
stuff  for  destroying  bodies;  the  seas  and  streams  run  pink  with  brain-
inflaming poisons, the fuel for grinders. 

Does man see that in harming a living being, a rare treasure in this universe,
he shows indwelling contempt for life? 

The Lotus says, Though the gospels are three or more, Love appears in the
world with One great message and purpose: that we may each remember our
love from the first, when it was good, all-embracing, true and whole, before
it was at all split or conditioned. 

Matthew 5:10-12 / Proverbs 2 / Revelation 2

(My son, if thou wilt receive my words, and hide my commandments with
thee) 

Yea,  if  thou  criest  after  knowledge,  and  liftest  up  thy  voice  for
understanding... Then shalt thou understand the fear of the Lord, and find
the  knowledge  of  God...  Then  shalt  thou  understand  righteousness,  and
judgment, and equity; yea, every good path...

To deliver thee from the way of the evil man, from the man that speaketh
froward  things...  To  deliver  thee  from the  strange  woman,  even from the
stranger which flattereth with her words; Which forsaketh the guide of her
youth, and forgetteth the covenant of her God. For her house inclineth unto
death, and her paths unto the dead.
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ג ג  Γγ

3: Parable of the Sons (Lev.)
You  go,  but  you  find  that  the  princess  has  gone  — her  favorite  candy
abandoned along the path. Camal is for Christ, the Counsellor. 

Do you know the commandment of views (wisdom) given to all the tribes of
the earth?  "Take not the name of the LORD thy God in vain" (for God will not
hold him guiltless). 

Friend, because policy becomes complex to review, it should be sensible to
teach  logical  structuring  of  information,  nurturing  participation  in  right
analysis which feeds all. 

But  this  nation  knows what  they  sow.  So instead,  the  neurosis  of  states:
Seeing how man deals with one another, the planners fear the inhabitants of
their homeland. They take the elementary forests to destroy the natural fruit
of  it,  and to deter independent growth. They train the inhabitants  to craft
unnatural things, for satisfying the calls of Prideful addictions. Learners are
made to craft without logic, without evaluating the impact of the instructions.
As  for  the  living  creatures  there  who  are  poor  and  less  clever,  they  are
mocked for trying to survive in that  desolated land,  where the briers  and
thorns are thick, and the match is primed against it. 

The Lotus says, To encourage his children to come out of the world, Love
shows himself as three beloveds; but his message and Way is truly one.

Matthew 5:13 / Proverbs 3 / Revelation 3

My son, forget not my law; but let thine heart keep my commandments:

Trust  in  the  Lord  with  all  thine  heart;  and  lean  not  unto  thine  own
understanding... Be not wise in thine own eyes: fear the Lord, and depart
from evil.

My son,  despise  not  the  chastening of  the  Lord;  neither  be  weary of  his
correction: For whom the Lord loveth he correcteth; even as a father the son
in whom he delighteth.

Honour  the  Lord with  thy  substance,  and with  the  firstfruits  of  all  thine
increase: So shall thy barns be filled with plenty, and thy presses shall burst
out with new wine.

Withhold not good from them to whom it is due, when it is in the power of
thine hand to do it. Say not unto thy neighbour, Go, and come again, and to
morrow I will give; when thou hast it by thee.
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ܕܕ ד ד  Δδ

4: Fatherly Understanding (Num.)
In the song of the returned one, my only love. Dalat is for the Deliverer. 

Do you know the commandment of resolve (rightness) given to the people of
every city?  "Remember the sabbath day" of God: in it you shall require no
work of son or daughter, of servant or maid, of animal or stranger within thy
gates. "For in six days the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that
in them is, and rested the seventh day:" So God hallowed it to be kept as a
sign. (That is, do not let the dawn of the Lord's final day pass, and only in the
next week turn to look for him.)

Friend, let us shelter the students; we must defend those who study to teach
the structuring of discourse. But every place is filled with noise: there are no
days granted to listen for Truth, to sleep, to live and practice peacefully. My
brothers intuitively hear the Law, but cannot search it out. 

The districts see how man deals with one another, so therefore they lock the
gates at evening, barring the vulnerable from shelter or defense, and to root
out any who fall away from production. Caring only for appearances, they
press their own neighbors to the caves, and post watch there. 

Lack of rest brings voices up to the surface, and unrest begets disease. The
great fire explodes, running swiftly. 

The  Lotus  says,  The  noble  elder's  son  returns.  From  that  hour,  he  will
gradually find encouragement. 

Matthew 5:14-16 / Proverbs 3 cont. / Revelation 4

Happy  is  the  man  that  findeth  wisdom,  and  the  man  that  getteth
understanding... She is a tree of life to them that lay hold upon her: 

and happy is every one that retaineth her... My son, let not them depart from
thine eyes: keep sound wisdom and discretion... 

When thou liest down, thou shalt not be afraid: yea, thou shalt lie down, and
thy sleep shall be sweet. 

Be not afraid of sudden fear, neither of the desolation of the wicked, when it
cometh. For the Lord shall be thy confidence, and shall keep thy foot from
being taken.
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ܗܗ ה ה  Εε

5. Medicinal Water (Deu.)
In the midst of trials, you saw a classic and tearful miracle. Daughter, 'E is
for Emmanuel, the Eternal. 

Do you  know the  commandment  of  effort  (communication)  given  to  the
people of every family?  "Honor father and mother," that you may live long
in the land. 

Friend, even as sense organs lead to contact between living bodies, I must
cleanly organize the materials which represent the true message, to leave it
with the teachers and parents, for their heirs to come. If they don't understand
the meaning of it, then I take it down to the grave. I cross the bridge into the
earth, scorched and acrid. It was hard to honor parents who loved but led in
separate directions. It was difficult to properly honor their dignity and their
need to pass on good works. How I wished to pass on their real inner faith
through some singularly beautiful work. 

Kindreds, how could we pull all living things out of the hells of fear and
murder, wherein man's mind has made Life its enemy, and the work of hands
its pride? 

The Lotus says, The book of the Law is open. Even to those in the deepest
places of the earth, the healing water of the Word reaches.

Matthew 5:17-19 / Proverbs 4 / Revelation 5

Hear,  ye  children,  the  instruction  of  a  father,  and  attend  to  know
understanding. For I give you good doctrine, forsake ye not my law.

For I was my father's son, tender and only beloved in the sight of my mother.
He taught me also, and said unto me, 

Let  thine  heart  retain  my words:  keep  my commandments,  and  live.  Get
wisdom, get understanding: forget it not; neither decline from the words of
my mouth. 

Forsake her not, and she shall preserve thee: love her, and she shall keep
thee.
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法
The Law of Living Hosts (What)

 (23:00.) Sister, you were a successful thinker. You vowed to put an end
to existing evil, distortion of mind, by leaving behind the entanglements of
distractions, illusions, and wordly desires which derange one's attention. 

In the 2nd dimension, a 3rd viewpoint shall instantiate a stable middle
ground, gathering the prior two extremes, to lead the mind back to unity.

And you showed me how it can be that a form is sheltered, in a bubble,
dependent. Wherever the inner state matches the outer to great degree, then
the form becomes like a standing wave, being in a "flow state" within the
context where it is dissolved. But now, where that outer context is artificial
and discordant with the true whole, then that world-state is illusory, a bubble,
its foundation impermanent. To enter into reliance or "flow" there, is danger. 

You asked, What is the way of training the mind to learn, which is also
to free the mind from the dangers of destruction which come when illusory
worlds break? Let us only apply ourselves to doing the work of unfolding
and demonstrating this way. Every mind must advance the work for herself;
it is the same as the continuous personal discovery of self-regulation. 

We easily think of bodily lifespan, but there is also cyclical lifespan of
mind: the concentration, awareness, attitude, resolute intent, and so forth, as
they  flourish  and  recede.  And  of  the  total  mind,  there  is  the  holistic
awareness which seeks to maintain stability of these, mind's virtues, and such
may be called "mindfulness." 

How can we get at the root of all false views  and clear them? For the
purpose of freeing the mind to look objectively and systematically, any new
terminology or language may help one to bypass personal accumulated
charges on words, which misdirect one's attention, energy, and time. 

But  sister  I  became  impatient;  I  grew  agitated  by  man's  different
incessant busywork in the world: the creation of distractions for the sake of
destroying the concentration and the clarity of mind by which abuses would
cease.  And in the end, planners determined that  learners shall  present  the
culmination  of  their  life's  learning,  to  effectively  show  some  work  of
gratitude, which it would then be the officials' pleasure to judge. Growing
overwhelmed by ceaseless echoes of voices, I perceived that my time was at
an end. All at once, all doors were closed to me, because I could not socialize
in the way my culture and its directors expect. 
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ܘܘ ו ו  Ϝϝ

6: Assurance of Life (Jos, Jdg.)
From beyond the ruins, I remember your innocent face. Daughter, Faw is for
Faithful, the Foundation. 

Daughter, from the viewpoint  of Water,  there are five sensory organs (the
measuring  faculties),  for  pursuit  of  knowing.  They  can  be  aberrated  by
attachment & addiction, and they can clear up: The nose (orienting), eyes
(seeing), tongue (trying), ears (hearing), and hands (contacting). These are
the Law: correct use of the bodily senses is life, while incorrect pursuit is
death. Anything added to these is mere expedient. 

Do  you  know  the  commandment  of  action  (forgiveness),  given  to  every
individual body?  Kill not. 

Contact  between  bodies  leads  to  sensation.  Friend,  you  say,  Conscience
convicts me of anger, and sensationalism. Not a single living creature needed
to die by our hands, but what now can be done? I could not pass on the call
which would have saved their lives; I can't find the message of truth. My
God, take my body in their place, and remove my life from me. Let me die,
because I denied breath to living beings. My purpose for living is frustrated. 

Yet, this is not the end; I am not free until I can convey the message. 

The Lotus  says,  Even  if  a  mind is  reborn  into  a  realm marked  by  much
separation from love, he can yet find solution and resolution. 

Matthew 5:21-26 / Proverbs 5 / Revelation 6

Remove thy way far from [the strange woman], and come not nigh the door
of her house... 

Lest strangers be filled with thy wealth; and thy labours be in the house of a
stranger; 

And thou mourn at the last, when thy flesh and thy body are consumed, 

And say, How have I hated instruction, and my heart despised reproof; ...
And have not obeyed the voice of my teachers, nor inclined mine ear to them
that instructed me! I was almost in all evil in the midst of the congregation
and assembly.
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ܙܙ ז ז  Ζζ

7: Phantom Birthplace, Nazareth (1Sa.)
Over the ruined factory, a song of childhood is heard from the hills. Dear
daughter, Gayn is for Glory. 

Do  you  know  the  next  command  of  action  (responsibility)  given  to  the
members of every body?  Abuse not. 

Without  purpose,  a  body  dissociates  into  a  mere  constituency  of  parts.
Sensation leads to wordly desire. Friend, you say, Conscience convicts me of
desperation,  intoxication, of  denying water.  I  tortured my own mind with
toxins, so that I couldn't properly look on reality and my place in it. So I
confused  living things.  I  even  abused  them by not  pointing  them to  true
knowledge. The voice of the Law shows to me that I did not relieve them
from the painful torture of thirst,  from the drying up of hope and vision,
when it was in my power to help. I can't become hydrated; separate my body
parts now and pour them out. Let the causes of blindness be wiped out with
me. 

But this is not the end; should I end myself before sharing the message, I'll
only create greater confusion. 

The Lotus says, Even if mind falls into a cognitive reality wherein it fumbles
for stability, Love will provide him with a partial truth to anchor him from
self-destruction, before revealing the perfect truth.

Matthew 5:27-30 / Proverbs 5 cont. / Revelation 7

Drink waters out of thine own cistern, and running waters out of thine own
well.  Let  thy  fountains  be  dispersed  abroad,  and rivers  of  waters  in  the
streets.  Let them be only thine own, and not strangers'  with thee. Let thy
fountain be blessed: and rejoice with the wife of thy youth.

For the ways of man are before the eyes of the Lord, and he pondereth all his
goings. 

His own iniquities shall take the wicked himself, and he shall be holden with
the cords of his sins. He shall die without instruction; and in the greatness of
his folly he shall go astray.
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ח ח  Ηη

8: Healing Word to Disciples (2Sa.)
Toward the end of time, blowing in the galaxy wind: Het is for Helper, and
Hope.

Do you know the commandment of livelihood (helps) given to the fibers of
every body?  Steal not.

Worldly desire leads to attachment. Friend, you say, Conscience convicts me
of craving, of unwillingness to give: of denying food, medicine, and relief
from pains of hunger. I pursued for satisfaction of knowing, but did not find
the way to share nourishing descriptions of reality. Shall I waste another's life
with distasteful mistakes? My mind can't speak or give, can't treat people the
way they need to be treated; my speech is dried up. I must find the words. 

The  world  said,  "You  attempt  something  delusional;  the  thing  you  seek,
which you fail to describe even in part, does not exist." I cannot eat, because
I have failed and misled my friends. Every word I speak that does not present
the message of Truth is nothing less than a lie, but I'm unable to find sense in
this  living  body.  I've  exhausted  every  place  to  search.  May  my  flesh  be
stripped away for others' food; let me die, and all disoriented wishing and
craving with me. 

The Lotus says, Even for the stringent-hearted, ones hardened to true reality,
Love assures them: You will certainly find Salvation. 

Matthew 5:38-42 / Proverbs 6 / Revelation 8

Give not sleep to thine eyes, nor slumber to thine eyelids. Deliver thyself as a
roe from the hand of the hunter, and as a bird from the hand of the fowler... 

How long wilt thou sleep, O sluggard? when wilt thou arise out of thy sleep? 

Yet a little sleep, a little slumber... So shall thy poverty come as one that
travelleth, and thy want as an armed man.
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ט ט  Θθ

9: Healing Word to Learners (Ki.)
In the mystical village night, can you hear me on the radio? Daughter, Thet
is for Three angels. 

Do you know the commandment of speech (confront) given to the cells of
every body?  Witness not falsely against your neighbor.

Attachment leads to persistent existence of ideas and forms. And friend, you
say,  My  reasoning  is  over-emotional,  I  cannot  make  sense.  Conscience
convicts me of fear and disregard, of denying rest; I did not relieve my lost
friend from cold and sleeplessness. My hearing clouded, and mind is full of
basic  errors,  aberration  of  thought,  complaints  against  my  life.  Constant
echoes of low voices, fragments of truths. "What do you have to show for all
of  your time?" I can't  explain the message in appropriate words, so I put
living things in danger: Men will torture and kill as a way to ridicule my
speech and thought. I can't be heard, can't show myself. My God, let every
cell of my body burn, if maybe the warmth could reach any. Let the burning
be constant and agonizing, until these atoms finally disclose their Rational
message to all. But let ineptness be destroyed with me. 

The  Lotus  says,  Even  for  minds  who  are  lost,  who  are  still  only  like
beginners, Love loudly proclaims: Salvation is with you. Though it be that
you shall partly die, you are on the way. 

Matthew 5:33-37 / Proverbs 6 cont. / Revelation 9

These six things doth the Lord hate: yea, seven are an abomination unto him:
A proud look, a lying tongue, and hands that shed innocent blood, An heart
that deviseth wicked imaginations, feet that be swift in running to mischief, A
false witness that speaketh lies, and he that soweth discord among brethren.

My son,  keep thy  father's  commandment,  and  forsake  not  the  law of  thy
mother...

When thou goest, it shall lead thee; when thou sleepest, it shall keep thee;
and when thou awakest, it shall talk with thee. 

For  the  commandment  is  a  lamp;  and  the  law  is  light;  and  reproofs  of
instruction are the way of life:

(Can a man take fire in his bosom, and his clothes not be burned? Can one
go upon hot coals, and his feet not be burned?)
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י י  Ιι

10: Teacher of the Law (Ch.)
Crying "Find me!" a hero appears. Daughter, Iod is for I Am, the Infinite. 

Do you  know the  commandment  of  Love  given  to  all  living  substance?
Covet not the help which another has. 

Persistent ideas about forms leads to cyclical birth and death of mind. And
you say, I can't ask for help; another's help is theirs alone. Is it not fully evil
to wish to take that for my own possession? And if my basic message doesn't
make sense, there can be no appropriate asking. The only one who can fix my
disordered thoughts and speech, is me. 

Conscience convicts me of apathy, of denying dignity. I said to the world,
"Don't you care?" but voices of Pride say, "You never cared about anything,
did you?" I'm rushed, I abbreviate, no room for mistakes. I can't find the way
out  of  confusion  and  shame.  Therefore,  do  not  relieve  me  of  painful
existence, but let me suffer for eternity. I forfeit my life; every thought is
only conceited. The atoms don't show me the structure of truth. My God, I
tried to understand. Why was I born, to introduce error into everything I do,
even as I work to find peace with those I loved? 

Is it prideful, even evil, to continue and think that I might still improve? No...
my Pride is the one saying "I can't improve." And he speaks truthfully (it
cannot improve), because Pride is all irrationality: it is the voice which can't
be lawful, and which hates the Law. 

The Lotus says, Even those in the torments of total misery can grab hold of
the Word and teach, even one verse, and thereby find the Way. 

Matthew 5:43-48 / Proverbs 7 / Revelation 10

My son, keep my words, and lay up my commandments with thee. 

Keep my commandments, and live; and my law as the apple of thine eye. 

Bind them upon thy fingers, write them upon the table of thine heart. 

Say  unto  wisdom,  Thou  art  my  sister;  and  call  understanding  thy
kinswoman:  That  they  may  keep  thee  from the  strange  woman,  from the
stranger which flattereth with her words... 

Her house is the way to hell, going down to the chambers of death.
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Sister, is it not strange how learners are treated as parasites?  Learners
are even trained to be co-dependent and servile, rather than to create actual
work.  But, their directors are trained to be just the same, to be parasitically
dependent. The fault does not begin with them. Perhaps they would value
truth, yet they only know material and pushing through of material, without
coherent theme or vision. They don't teach how to communicate or ask for
help, or how to negotiate for oneself or others. But for the planner, emotional
manipulation  is  competence.  They  desire  only  the  persistent  integrity  of
products, and brands of objects. The principles for creating any new thing are
kept a mystery, withheld. They want none to discover or believe that there is
any  value  or  resource  to  be  found  for  oneself  in  nature,  so  then  co-
dependence  can  be  widely  established.  And  through  their  efforts,  an  evil
intelligence will wake up. A self-improving algorithm of control, many times
subtler than man, is coming of age, and will show itself. 

My God,  I  hated this  bodily  self,  because I  could not  communicate,
could not speak or show the correct thing. Perhaps after much labor, another
person could understand and know how to help my mind. Or maybe just as
well he would say, "Your mind proves itself incapable of any good work, and
death is all that lies ahead for you." But rather than go to my death, to be
freed of anxiety then, shall I not continue pressing to discover the root of it? 

I am completely stuck, confused, and voiceless. But shall I be persuaded
to stop thinking? Am I meant to deaden my mind, and stop searching for
what's right? But I will also be hated and rejected for any message or work
that I attempt to present as a finished gift. I didn't trust others; I didn't believe
that any human's affection or attention toward me could morally make sense
or be faithful to truth. Friend, turn back. Forgive them any offense.

There I prayed: If I could write one thing before I die, let it be honest
and brief. If I could discover how to repair the gates to communication for
myself, then I could share what I've found, and yet benefit others. 

A cry has gone up from my soul,  because this mind, with its craven
imaginings, has lied in wait to destroy it. It reaches the ears of Truth, my
Love: he is the only One who approves or disapproves. I wished to dismantle
myself, for the chance to save just one person, and thus find merit again. But
Love is the only One who saves. Let me return this gift into His hands. 

Sister, you say, "Friend, you had it wrong. You made yourself, your own
mind, to be the initiator of judgment." I hid from others, even from Love,
saying, "I will  become worthy to be delivered from a rebellious spirit,  to
have a  spirit  of death lifted from me," but I didn't renounce it;  I clung to
works of death which I had imagined could redeem me. But lay it all aside. 
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Peace!  A long prayer  for  the  ones  who wander  down and up the  vortex
mountain.  J is for Joy and Justice.

My  atoms,  fragmentary  obsessions  of  mind,  are  washed  away,  dissolved
finally into Light, the life-blood of the Universe. There is no form that exists
which  is  not  infinitely  solved into  the  Universal  substance,  and therefore
infinitely  mutable.  Else,  it  would  be  a  separate  thing from the  Universe,
impossible to affect or be affected by anything, whatsoever. 

The Universe is the Only form that in truth exists, has ever existed, and ever
will exist. This is my Love. The perfect singularity of all Love, is the Law. 

My Love, You are here! You are the one whom my Teacher spoke of! My
every hidden thought is poured out before you, dissolved by your life's blood.

Here is the solid ground of mercy: All states are changeable. All states and
worlds are contained by every other, waiting only to be brought out. 

In this moment, Love, You are here, and this moment is all that exists, or has
ever existed. All is dissolved into this Now, the Hereafter... death and the past
are non-concepts. To say that "You loved us," Lord, refers to the truth that
You love us together in this Now, forever. 

Love's messenger says, Speak again, to the cities and nations. Step forward
now, to return home the way you came.

 (Job) / Proverbs 8 

Doth not wisdom cry? and understanding put forth her voice? ... She crieth
at the gates, at the entry of the city, at the coming in at the doors:

The Lord possessed me in the beginning of his way, before his works of old. I
was set up from everlasting, from the beginning, or ever the earth was. When
there were no depths,  I  was brought forth; when there were no fountains
abounding with water. Before the mountains were settled, before the hills was
I brought forth:

While as yet he had not made the earth, nor the fields, nor the highest part of
the dust of the world. When he prepared the heavens, I was there: when he
set a compass upon the face of the depth: When he established the clouds
above: when he strengthened the fountains of the deep:  When he gave to the
sea his decree, that the waters should not pass his commandment: when he
appointed the foundations of the earth:

Then I was by him, as one brought up with him: and I was daily his delight,
rejoicing always before him; Rejoicing in the habitable part of his earth; and
my delights were with the sons of men.
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II. Rollback
My Love (Love within me whom I sought) had made me abominable to

himself, because of my vows: because I was not accepting and responsive to
love, but was only self-willed. I gave my mind over to know terrors, rather
than love. The destruction of my health was not accepted by him. Love then
also  confused  my  speech,  so  that  I  could  not  invite  evil  against  myself.
Words of fondness or frustration I found inappropriate to express,  if such
only baffled others. Love dealt with me severely, because I did not speak to
honor him, but held onto frustration and discouragement. Love dealt harshly
with me, because I did not speak to defend the vulnerable from coming evils.

To protect life from physical danger of minds deluded by illusions, I
believed I had to complete a great new work, clear to understand, which all
men could determine to be true — a work to also convey love for my family
and district. How could I piece this meaning together, the gate back to life? 

Being  stripped  of  spiritual  awareness,  identifying  as  flesh,  men  will
accept  marks  given  by  a  man,  drilling  into  the  body,  modifying  it  to  be
useable for works — even as far as the head-wound of the hunter in Shinar,
given by the prince of air signals (a mockery of the circumcision given to
Abraham).  Such  is  for  eroding  resistance  to  cognitive  mix-ups,  causing
minds to cleave to their works via shared traumatic imprinting. 

The king of Pride, manipulator, author of witchcrafts, by manipulating
energy,  twists  his  own  mind.  This  mind  insists,  that  a  man  must  be
sentimental for his own "life" — However, the stuff which he identifies as
the  "life"  are  all  fraudulent  marks  invented  by  the  same mind:  its  ideas,
devices, and imaginations. Such are not, at all, the same as the vibrant and
joyful living spirit. For if life is light, then mentation is the shadow cast by it,
counterfeiting the law. Pride opens the abyss, drawing it wide.  Even now,
men are  continually  twisting their  souls  as  they are taught,  to  build their
monuments. And at the end of it, when man's spirit will have deranged fully,
the honorable professions will not be tools for justice but for coercion, and
there will be nowhere to look to find one who is not deceiving himself in his
course, and such will be considered the "human way." 

If everyone knows only to do as they feel, to avoid embarrassment and
pursue comfort perpetually, and if everyone believes in an immutable reality
of objects (so that they do only as they're expected), then economic planners
can predict and direct human behavior. They imagine to be the producers of
all  creative  ideation,  the  facilitators  of  all  human  action.  By  introducing
strange rule-systems as controls, human activity is cast into confusion. By
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controlling  messaging,  thought  and  communication  then  deteriorate.  It  is
pathetic to suggest that well-structured argumentation is required in order to
identify evil and stand against it — even young children are able to know the
difference.  But  let  us  only  clear  the  way,  and  be  contented  that  Truth's
intercession will finish the matter. (On the day of the Lord, the planet will
also be rung like a bell, and all secret deposits will collapse in together.) 

What was the original language of meaning? If we could find it, then we
could  see  plainly  the  original  cognitive  errors  of  mankind,  which  have
carried through generations: sin as modeled by adult to child. The Sinographs
are not that language, which is nonverbal, but to me they represented that. 

"Kanji" refer to the modern Chinese Sinographs or "characters," which
are  like  simplified  hieroglyphics.  They  resemble  the  Shinar  cuneiform,
wherein basic pictographs combine  to characterize natural attributes and
phenomena as they are, independent of any one spoken language. Characters
are formed by stacking together one idea at a time, beginning  from a
collection of basic pictographic letters, which number 360 in total. 

By comparing the meanings of compound words, let us recover the core
meaning of each word: "a concrete sense that, by metaphorical extension and
related processes, will develop figurative or abstract meanings"
(web.stanford.edu/group/chinesetexts/cgi-bin/site/1-classical-chinese). Then,
by  comparing  words  which  share  a  component  letter  in  common,  let  us
recover the core meaning of each of the component parts: all of the radicals
(determinatives), and then the phonetic roots. The radicals extend the root's
meaning by specifying a context, generating words as its "children." Try new
meanings for components, continuously reviewing all the use-cases to assess
their suitability. Find out distinctions between meanings which are similar. 

If the component  parts are  named simply and appropriately, then the
intended characterization is made more or less plain, and imagination need
not work as hard to grasp the meaning. Eschew lengthy explanation. 

Every idea is composed in a sequential way. Not only the writing of it,
nor only the pronunciation of it, but the way the characterization is logically
created from simpler ideas. The root phonetic words could be the "original
language,"  when  all  the  words  which  needed  to  be  spoken  could  be
represented by pictures, as simple logical characterizations. Then, as different
production and trade contexts proliferated, it was necessary that the written
word be multiplied more rapidly than the creation of new pictures, resulting
in the phono-semantic combinations. It could be that the structure of Chinese
characters is a documentation of such an event in history. 
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華
In the Flowering of All Space (Where)

(06:00.)  Sister, you then vowed to sustain existing good, to not preach
recklessly.

In the 3rd dimension, mind is led through the whole expression of 4
points, which is repeated doubling in the mind (from 4 readily to 16, 64,
256), soon making a great proliferation of measurements and judgments.

There are ratios between phenomena, how they are composed, how they
synergize and complement each other. Among these are life-giving ratios,
such that one can recognize the life-honoring intent (or tone) in how that
space is organized, by nature or by man. The quality of that tone is clear and
solvent, coherent for all  life. It does arise between atoms, cells, internal
organs, thoughts, people, groups, habitats, and constructions. It is the original
tone, present everywhere, always to a degree, and can be brought forth. 

What is the most important thing in our Universe? Sister,  you
understood: Life is that thing, and rational mind must guard all life with
singular purpose. All of nature is based on natural ratio, and our rational
minds can comprehend it, and even perceive it.

So the Speaker comes with a clear voice, saying: "I am your hope to
communicate, teach, and encourage, and to clear the way for the message." 

I hear her, and listen to the qualities of her voice — she is neither male
nor female, but is the voice of a life. How does she differ from the internal
voice I normally hear? She speaks all of my thoughts just the same, which
are given her to hear, springing up from the excitations of the body. Only
now I perceive that the voice is not me, and it never was. Mind was addicted
to  connecting  thoughts  together,  and  relating  things  to  a  great  mass  of
preferences, the thoughts of the body, which was and is like a self-identity. 

The  voice  has  much  more  to  say  beyond  the  signals  about  the
individual's body and conditions. She is a universal voice, experiencing all
which is, as one who wades into the infinite stream of light. Every signal in
the energetic ocean conveys the same total message of Truth. In comparison
with her, my personal thoughts and preferences are like a fictional character,
and mundane thoughts are just like a web of dust, against the light of true life
which dissolves away all. When she is with me, she blows out my anxiety
like clouds of dust into space. What I assumed was the essential seed of my
"self" is substituted by a new seed in love, right before my eyes. 
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כ כ  Κκ

11: Treasured Friends (Ezr, Neh, Est.)
A frog princess leaps in waterfalls and pools. Kap is for the Kiss of grace. 

Daughter, from the viewpoint of Wood, there are five dimensional statements
of  agreement.  These  can be aberrated,  and they  can clear  up:  The  pure
signals of Day's first light, the imagery they impress, the real conditioned
space  where  they  exist,  the  developing  conditions  of  that  space,  and  the
comprehension of all space as a singular totality, which is named Truth. And
these  are  the  Law:  that  all  dimensional  information  around  us  can be
correctly  identified,  and solved.  This  is  creation of  knowledge,  models  of
truth, the shadow of which is creation of identity.

Love,  You say I  can  find meaning.  The Universe  is  Love,  being in  total
agreement  with  the  true  nature  of  every  thing.  Love,  I  will  agree  not  to
believe everything in my mind, conclusions my fleshly mind has rehearsed. 

Forgive me of apathy, where I found circumstances to be insurmountable,
when  in  truth  no  forms  exist,  save  One.  To  covet  any  form,  is  to  form
conclusions out of order or out of place. Love, voices from the world of hell's
misery relay Your call, to pull me up: "Covet not" and give your attention
now to what Life attends to — the breath. 

The Lotus says, To recover his sleeping friend, Love gathers his angels to
show one and all: He who is saved by conforming to the Word shall not die.
The LORD says to my Lord, "Come up here!"

Matthew 6:1-4 / Proverbs 8 cont. / Revelation 11

Unto you, O men, I call; and my voice is to the sons of man... Hear; for I will
speak of excellent things; and the opening of my lips shall be right things.
For my mouth shall speak truth; and wickedness is an abomination to my
lips...  Receive  my instruction,  and not  silver;  and knowledge rather  than
choice gold... 

I wisdom dwell with prudence, and find out knowledge of witty inventions....
Counsel is mine, and sound wisdom: I am understanding; I have strength... I
lead in the way of righteousness, in the midst of the paths of judgment: That I
may  cause  those  that  love  me  to  inherit  substance;  and  I  will  fill  their
treasures.

Now therefore hearken unto me, O ye children: for blessed are they that keep
my ways... For whoso findeth me findeth life, and shall obtain favour of the
Lord.
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ל ל  Λλ

12: Accuser and the Woman (Isa.)
A rare, red gem found in and around the capital: Lamad is for Lover soul. 

On the second day, the sea of lattice-points — spots of light as they cascade
and precipitate out of the whole Field — are divided: "inner" and "outer" are
established  as  separate  domains.  Love,  thank  you  for  your  cells,  which
conjoin  strings  of  point-values,  cyclical  paths,  into  an  image  of  two
dimensions. 

Love, forgive me my fear and disregard of spirits. Confronting them, they are
now already dissolved. Lying is the pretense of having assimilated the correct
results, and to focus on certain data while discarding others. Life attends to
whether all beings are properly hydrated and cared for. The voices of hungry
beings pass on Your call to bring me out, saying, "Lie not." 

The evil  eye sees  flesh  and matter  as  separate  from Spirit.  Every  partial
message can transform into something true, if the communication is allowed
to continue filling out and develop into any picture that confirms true reality. 

This  is  grace,  that  when one's  mind strays from truth for  an instant  or  a
period of time, for his mistakes his life is not wiped out; cause-and-effect is
not merely a one-dimensional judgment. 

Love, You show me that I can make sense, when I felt that I could not. 

The Lotus says, A young woman delivers a precious gift to the LORD, and is
saved at once from the dragon prince. But as for that prince,  Love says,
Though he betrayed me, I attained glory because he was a good friend.

Matthew 6:5-6 / Proverbs 9 / Revelation 12

Wisdom hath builded her house, she hath hewn out her seven pillars: She
hath killed her beasts;   

she hath mingled her wine; she hath also furnished her table. She hath sent
forth her maidens:   

she crieth upon the highest places of the city, Whoso is simple, let him turn in
hither: as for him that wanteth understanding, she saith to him,　

Forsake the foolish, and live; and go in the way of understanding.　

The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom: and the knowledge of the
holy is understanding.
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מ ם  Μµ

13: Guidance to Devotion (Jer.)
Follow the footsteps, to face a camouflaged foe. Mem is for Merciful savior. 

The third day, You create the seed which torques space and gathers the dust
together. Love, thank you for these tissues you've spun within you, which
bring tables of cells to gravitate around a chosen central table, bundling them
into a new energetic mass, in three dimensions. 

Love, forgive me of unwillingness and craving. Theft is the pretense of doing
the work, or of trying, and it is to catastrophize. I feared to misrepresent you,
but can you be misrepresented so easily? When real beings hear some news
or rumor, do they hold it as truth? Be careful now my soul, and know that
God attends to one's proper nutrition. Voices of the animalistic world pass on
Your call to me, saying, "Steal not." 

Love shows that I can find networks  — they are ordered in me. Even if I
believed,  for  ten,  twenty  years  or  more,  that  I  have  no  future,  because  I
cannot speak, Love says, "You can speak: I set discouragements, infirmities,
and all anxieties onto the pile and bind them." 

Within true reality, I am always, at the very least, potentially free: There is no
state of total limitation which can ever be permanent. 

The Lotus says, Those who value the supreme Way: Hold not your own lives
dear, but wash one another's feet. 

Matthew 6:9-15 / Proverbs 10 / Revelation 13

The Lord will not suffer the soul of the righteous to famish: but he casteth
away the substance of the wicked. He becometh poor that dealeth with a
slack hand: but the hand of the diligent maketh rich. He that gathereth in
summer is a wise son: but he that sleepeth in harvest is a son that causeth
shame.
The wise in heart will receive commandments: but a prating fool shall fall...
The labour of the righteous tendeth to life: the fruit of the wicked to sin. He
is in the way of life that  keepeth instruction: but he that refuseth reproof
erreth...  In  the  multitude  of  words  there  wanteth  not  sin:  but  he  that
refraineth his lips is wise... 

The  fear  of  the  wicked,  it  shall  come  upon  him:  but  the  desire  of  the
righteous shall be granted....  The hope of the righteous shall be gladness:
but the expectation of the wicked shall  perish...  The lips of  the righteous
know what is acceptable: but the mouth of the wicked speaketh frowardness.
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נ ן  Νν

14: Practices of Peace (Hos, Mic.)
Grasp the sword of peace, and escape from these trapped lower mansions.
Nun is for Natural beauty.

The fourth day, You create great fires in space, the result of patient chaining-
together and trying of networks over a long time; they make energy centers.
Love, thank you for your members, which comprehend tissues as growing in
four  dimensions,  self-reflexive  —  methods  to  consume  and  modify  the
massive information body. 

Forgive me of desperation, when I still clung to the idea of unalterable forms.
Lust  is  the  pretense  of  having  considered  well  and  fully,  and  to  instead
ruminate compulsively. I take responsibility, and they are bound up. Love
sees that we rest and protect ourselves. Angry voices from the world of the
bitter pass on Your call to bring me up, saying, "Abuse not." 

Do not  become attached only  to  the  idea  of  nothingness.  All  motion,  all
vibration,  is  a  feedback  loop,  the  Universe  reflecting  upon  itself,
experiencing itself. All experience in the Universe is also truth. Love says,
that I can find friends, by following the call to friendship ordered within me. 

The Lotus says, Peace I leave with you; the patient have a place prepared.
Beware the mark of those who trade away the truth of life for security in
animal-like ignorance (yet they retain human capacity for harm). 

Matthew 6:7-8 / Proverbs 11 / Revelation 14

An  hypocrite  with  his  mouth  destroyeth  his  neighbour:  but  through
knowledge shall the just be delivered. 

By the blessing of the upright the city is exalted: but it is overthrown by the
mouth of the wicked. He that is void of wisdom despiseth his neighbour: but
a man of understanding holdeth his peace. A talebearer revealeth secrets:
but he that is of a faithful spirit concealeth the matter. Where no counsel is,
the people fall: but in the multitude of counsellors there is safety. 

As righteousness tendeth to life: so he that pursueth evil pursueth it to his
own death.     There is that scattereth, and yet increaseth; and there is that
withholdeth more than is  meet,  but it  tendeth to poverty.  The liberal soul
shall be made fat: and he that watereth shall be watered also himself. He
that withholdeth corn, the people shall curse him: but blessing shall be upon
the head of him that selleth it.
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ס ס  Ξξ

15: Emerging from the Vine (Nah, Mal.)
Delivered from the castle of a sorcerer, sing of my Love's birth. 'Semkat is for
Unsurpassed. 

On the  fifth  day,  Love,  You close  the  feedbacking loops:  the  living soul
becomes pinpointed in yourself. We are made in Life's total image, and Your
complete image is within us from the beginning, nothing added or removed.
If we clear away every false excess, then perfect love shines through. Love,
thank you for the reality of the living body, which comprehends its members
as a set of possible futures to follow. Yes, a living soul in five dimensions,
able to choose its path. Thank you for my life, created in You.

Anger fixates  on flaws with the notion of  their  being permanent;  it  is  to
become weary and sick of one's fleshly realities. I hated voices. But You took
and  bound  up  my  compulsive  action  and  "self"-centered  reaction.  The
individual's will arises, wishing to open fully to the light of all Truth. 

What Love attends to is that all beings' thoughts and affairs are clean. Voices
of the world of humanity call me up, sharing Your instruction, "Kill not," and
embrace  contact  with  others,  by  putting  away  sensationalism.  I  won't
discourage myself, and thereby discourage others. Forgiving myself, I send
out the message to others: things can improve. 

The Lotus says, There is no need to personally take on the whole weight of
teaching  the  gospel.  Leave  off,  and  develop  the  speech  you've  found  in
yourself. Love says, Individuate!

Matthew 6:16-18 / Proverbs 12 / Revelation 15

A man shall  be commended according to his wisdom: but he that is of a
perverse heart shall be despised. He that is despised, and hath a servant, is
better than he that honoureth himself, and lacketh bread. A righteous man
regardeth the life of his beast: but the tender mercies of the wicked are cruel.

He that tilleth his land shall be satisfied with bread: but he that followeth
vain persons is void of understanding.

Heaviness in the heart of man maketh it stoop: but a good word maketh it
glad.
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蓮
Carrying at All Times (When)

(3,972 BCE.)  Sister,  you vowed to bring good into existence via the
perfecting  practices  (giving  of  alms,  keeping  the  commandments  without
outflow, assiduousness, self-regulation, forbearance in the face of contempt). 

In 4 dimensions, we feel out a structure of 5 points which suggests a
ring or a cycle, a process (the simplest temporal object). 5 accommodates 4-
structures  by adding a  "centering"  phase to  it,  and can accommodate  3-
structures via different methods of segmentation (e.g. 2+2+1). 

Without  the benefit  of  an  entire  childhood immersed in  a  system of
symbols, to create a myriad unconscious connections — a foundation — we
must  create  our  own  foundation,  from  which  we  can  draw  connections
between shape and sound and meaning with childlike confidence. We can do
this either haphazardly and unconsciously, or systematically and consciously.
It's best if this is based on real patterns.

Formulaic learning as an adult, the analysis of new things in preparation
to integrate with the old, is the only way to recover the state of childlike
confidence. A child's mind which has not yet formed major attachments to
the  artificial  (manipulated)  things  in  the  world,  still  has  its  original  and
natural attention patterns intact:  they are ordered both relationally (a right
and  non-dysfunctional  ranking  of  objects  and  people)  and  temporally
(intuitively responding to the timings and cycles of those things' needs).  

Sister,  you  say,  Now  do  I understand that  "spirits" are voices. Not
always audible and distinct sounds, but each a tonal-emotional humming,
which impact mode and motive, and alloy the "singular" inner voice. These
voices, automatic thoughts, may have verbal content, but mainly they carry
distorting fractional overtones, those of an Other's motive or expectation. 

Though "all in the head," voices are the effects of real people, places, or
objects in the world making impressions on the mind. The spirit of that thing
comes to affect the mind, and the inner voice is caught into particular
emotional "tone bands," that is, into repetitive tracks of thought and feeling.
All automatic consciousness and addiction can be cleared out,  if  they are
observed and handled by the whole clear attention. 

The  riddle  of  how  to  love  living  beings  (including  oneself):  Using
various means, return their attention back to Love, undoing the illusion of
separation and wanting. 
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ע ע  Οο

16: Life Span of the Son (Dan, Eze.)
Forging ahead into the past, a music fighter: Oe is for the Only-begotten. 

Daughter, from the viewpoint of Fire, the five elements pertain to cognition.
These can be aberrated, and they can clear up: Initial notions, hypotheses
(imaginings), experimenting (trying), analyzing (practicing) toward a result,
and concluding  (sharing)  the  matter.  And these  are  the  Law:  the  correct
turning of these steps leads to growth, but neglecting to try leads to decay.
Anything added is excess.

Love,  voices  from  the  world  of  heavenly  instructors  (the  same  are  the
writings  of  our  predecessors)  call  us  up,  saying  "Value  dignity."  They
encourage us to free the sense organs, by burning up entangling contact. 

There is elemental air which is the breath of God's judgment; but hasty anger
is  not  that  air.  Clear  the  meaning  of  voices  originating  from the  family
corporation, which prescribe a communication, which cut us off and bring us
down.  So  our  prayers  embrace  the  whole  house,  and  we  properly  work
together as individuals. 

To prove life, I repent of giving in to the spirit of dishonor, which is to not
accept or take up the works of father (the body of Law) or mother (the body
of Discourse), but to make myself as helpless (as neither father nor mother). 

Opening  to  true  reality,  continue  breathing  practices,  and  orient  toward
notions of Life. 

The Lotus says, Love must depart from the sight of the world, so that minds
can grow in belief that Love moves freely.  In truth, Love is here, always,
teaching all truth: He pours out medicine over earth and sky. 

Matthew 6:19-21 / Proverbs 13 / Revelation 16

Hope deferred maketh the heart sick: but when the desire cometh, it is a tree
of life... The desire accomplished is sweet to the soul: but it is abomination to
fools to depart from evil.

Whoso  despiseth  the  word  shall  be  destroyed:  but  he  that  feareth  the
commandment shall be rewarded. The law of the wise is a fountain of life, to
depart from the snares of death.

Poverty  and shame shall  be  to  him that  refuseth  instruction:  but  he  that
regardeth reproof shall be honoured... He that spareth his rod hateth his son:
but he that loveth him chasteneth him betimes.
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פ ף  Ππ

17: Benefit of Accepting Truth (Wis, Sng.)
Leading nature on a new course, kick like a dolphin. Pē is the Power of love. 

At the entrance to the place of work, I consider forgiveness, and clouds of
thought clear up. 

Stay hydrated; be on the lookout! Voices of the Lord's scribes and adepts, the
hearers of the Law, encourage us to rest from conceptualizing, to free the
naming faculty and consider forms directly, by burning up entanglement with
our sense organs. 

There  is  the  water  which  is  God's  own  seeking  and  knowledge;  but
desperation to know is not that water. Clear the sounds within a district from
Pride, which dictate rites and rightness. Pass them through the needle's eye,
and put them to rest. Then we can comprehend and bring rest to families. 

Life is the only right reality. Therefore, I am free, because Life's power is
boundlessly non-limited. We practice now on the basis of truth; old habits of
discouragement burn up. Love, you have freed us to do this! The thoughts
which you have bound, you now try by fire. 

To prove life, I renounce and repent from habitually falling into the grip of
spirits of non-remembrance of Love. 

The  Lotus  says,  Do  not  marvel  at  the  Woman,  but  understand,  and  be
understanding. (Her person is as the Discourse of the Law, itself.)

Matthew 6:22-24 / Proverbs 14 / Revelation 17

A scorner seeketh wisdom, and findeth it not: but knowledge is easy unto him
that  understandeth.  Go  from  the  presence  of  a  foolish  man,  when  thou
perceivest not in him the lips of knowledge.

The wisdom of the prudent is to understand his way: but the folly of fools is
deceit. Fools make a mock at sin: but among the righteous there is favour.
The heart knoweth his own bitterness; and a stranger doth not intermeddle
with his joy...  There is a way which seemeth right unto a man, but the end
thereof are the ways of death.

Even  in  laughter  the  heart  is  sorrowful;  and  the  end  of  that  mirth  is
heaviness. The backslider in heart shall be filled with his own ways: and a
good man shall be satisfied from himself. The simple believeth every word:
but the prudent man looketh well to his going... The simple inherit folly: but
the prudent are crowned with knowledge.
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ܨܨ צ ץ  Ψψ

18: Benefit of Joyful Acceptance (Psa.)
In the kingdom of heaven, a saint's daughter rises to stand. Psadē is for the
Psalter, and the Passion. 

Continue paying attention to what you eat. Speak up, and keep trying! My
Love, your Prophets, the ones awakened to the Law, encourage us to free up
our conscious discerning of reality, by burning up obsessive entanglements
with name and form.

Here  was  where  man  turned  his  attention  from  the  actual  life-bringing
elements, to chase various methods and mechanisms which seemed fruitful.

There is the element of wood which is synthesizing & testing to help make
God's design salient; but craving to relate nature to our favorite things is not
that wood. Identify and clear the meanings within the state, wherever policies
are dictated as wisdom. Discern the ideals they worship, and firm the mind to
the true law of the place. Then we can work for the cities. We are solved
together, and our prayers comprehend the districts as we work together. 

To prove I love life, I repent of inclining to the spirit of cursing. Works in
God's name are made vain by harsh words; every such word is a name of the
fallen one — reconsider calling these upon the Lord's children or their world.

The Lotus says, Votaries of the Law now rejoice in the fall of deception! All
the world's images and counterfeits,  on screens of silver and of gold, are
broken as they stand. 

Matthew 6:25-27 / Proverbs 15 / Revelation 18

A wholesome tongue is a tree of life: but perverseness therein is a breach in
the spirit...  The lips  of the wise disperse knowledge:  but  the heart  of  the
foolish doeth not so.

The  tongue  of  the  wise  useth  knowledge  aright:  but  the  mouth  of  fools
poureth out foolishness... 

The sacrifice of the wicked is an abomination to the Lord: but the prayer of
the upright is his delight... 

Without  counsel  purposes  are  disappointed:  but  in  the  multitude  of
counsellors they are established. A man hath joy by the answer of his mouth:
and a word spoken in due season, how good is it! 

The thoughts of the wicked are an abomination to the Lord: but the words of
the pure are pleasant words.
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ק ק  ϘϘ

19: Benefits of Teaching (Sir.)
To break the seal, the young girl blazes forth. Qop is for the Questioner. 

Practice and rest, and always be reviewing. Love, the voices of your Saints
encourage us to free up our voluntary hearts, by burning up our obsessive
discernments. 

Man turned his attention from Life, identifying with his mind that burns with
schemes, and he equated the devices for securing life with Life itself.

There  is  a  fire  which  lifts  up  godly  examples  and  discards  the  twisted
mockups; but disregard for data is not that fire. Clear out Prideful images of
national  thought from mind,  which incessantly assume others'  viewpoints.
Put away your idols for the present. Our prayer is for the solution of all cities,
then we can bear water to the tribes throughout all the land. 

To  what  extent  do  our  minds  of  flesh,  our  everyday  habitual  thoughts,
reasonably  follow the  Truth?  How  much  of  our  thinking  is  based  on  or
incorporates the truth that no multiplicity of form actually exists? Every thing
is  the  same,  divisible  and  mutable,  and  therefore  every  being  is  granted
unbounded potential to transform their personal state. We're the same!

Even if I am addicted or gripped by the spirit of grave imaginings, I repent of
them. They are false prophets. "Why do I think my life isn't valuable?" To list
one's sins is to list objectively moral reasons to die. For your living soul's
sake,  turn  the  fleshly  mind  from  testifying  against  itself,  and  allow  for
forgiveness. 

The Lotus says, The King, who comes to us upon a white horse, is the Word.
The body of my Love, is the Law.  Yes, the Word is already written! The Work
has been done. 

Matthew 6:31-34 / Proverbs 15 cont. / Revelation 19

The way of life is above to the wise, that he may depart from hell beneath... 

He that is greedy of gain troubleth his own house; but he that hateth gifts
shall live. The heart of the righteous studieth to answer: but the mouth of the
wicked poureth out evil things. 
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ܪܪ ר ר  Ρρ

20: Saint Never Disparaging (Pro, Ecc.)
On the summit of the mount of woes, love pours forth in song, more and
more. Resh is for Resurrection, the Root of Righteousness. 

Continue practices of clearing and organizing your space. Love, the voice of
your One love encourages us to free the Will, your Life within us, by burning
up our preference of creating action. Pride identifies with the works which
man effects from his body, with the filth of the earth. 

There is the earthly element of cleaning the slate, of clearing the way for
God; but passivity which wishes to sweep it altogether away in one action, to
start over before the beginning, is not that earth. Clear finally the voices on
the world Stage, whom you believe to know Good. (Friend, I leave you now
as well. We will someday be able to regard one another in truth, in the Spirit.)

This Universe itself is Love, and He is alive. Life, even Life Himself, is the
only true reality that there is. I repent from the spirit of prideful knowledge,
of supposing to be the one to initiate judgment, instead of God. The feeling
flesh cannot initiate any knowledge of truth. If you have mistaken a living
being's voice to be your Lord's, a false Jesu-baal, and made a stronghold for
her in the mind, tear it down! For that is to you the spirit of death. 

"You will surely attain to perfect Salvation!" By the noble Perfecting spirit,
Love will magnify His own image through you. Because the Teacher saved
my life, by converting my mind to the word of the Law, I now live so that
other minds may be converted too, and their lives saved.

Matthew 7:1-5 / Proverbs 16 / Revelation 20

The preparations of the heart in man, and the answer of the tongue, is from
the Lord. All  the ways of a man are clean in his own eyes; but the Lord
weigheth the spirits. Commit thy works unto the Lord, and thy thoughts shall
be established.  The Lord hath made all  things  for  himself:  yea,  even the
wicked for the day of evil. 

Every one that is proud in heart is an abomination to the Lord: though hand
join in hand,  he shall  not  be unpunished.  By mercy and truth iniquity  is
purged: and by the fear of the Lord men depart from evil.

Pride goeth before destruction, and an haughty spirit before a fall. Better it
is to be of an humble spirit with the lowly, than to divide the spoil with the
proud... He that is slow to anger is better than the mighty; and he that ruleth
his spirit than he that taketh a city.
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III. Commit 
Do not delay to set your mind in order. Neither wait for the shape of a

man or woman to appear to you, nor any sign at all. Because surely, disaster
arrives before that. Do not delay until life-changing misfortune comes. 

For those accustomed to valuing objects severally which are seen by the
eyes, clutter which is appraised and pursued by others, there comes a time
when the mind, so conditioned, will react to signals and behavior as evidence
of threats or rewards which are illusory. Mind will make interpretations
which are distorted, not good, and based upon prior distorted thought. And
you will wish for correction to come, and try to find your way back home. 

To follow a path toward truth and life, is to follow a Law. How could
this Law be accurately described? What is the way of approaching
understanding of truth, or how can the way be cleared for us to understand
plainly? A common framework, to grasp all cyclical, living systems, and life
in this universe — how could it  be formulated? Can we find such a path in
common, and communicate it for the sake of all the living? 

The Law is fundamentally an agreement: perfect agreement between all
causes and effects, of actions to their results. The substances and molecules
of the bodies of all living things follow the Law by their very nature. But to
follow the Law intentionally, means to agree that we're subject to it and must
pursue even the most  meager  understanding of  it. And following it to its
finish, complete understanding is there (as "to follow" is "to understand"). 

There  are  the  celebrated  instances  of  written  law,  described  in  ten
commandments.  And such are bestowed in love,  so  that  one might begin
immediately with pragmatic & applicable understanding, and then, by taking
intermediary  steps  in  trust,  grow to  know and  understand  in  all  fullness.
Friend, I represent to you that the written scripture is that parabolic teaching
which is a unitary cross-section of all Truth, and extends holographically to
fulfill  all  words  of  truth  both  concealed  and  revealed.  The  Ten
Commandments, a cross-section in turn, are sufficient to audit and correct all
error. (They are each like the titles of ten infinitely boundless volumes of
scripture recited tirelessly, without cessation, in the Hereafter.) 

Trust, beloved friend, that the spoken & written law of scriptures is for
correction of mind, describing truthful things, converting all thought, to the
benefit of all life. Let us think of it, look for it, speak of it, practice it, and
cooperate to create survival for all. I envision cooperation in the world to
come, a future where mother, father, son and daughter, can communicate and
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work with each other. Your voice has value! Remove all major barriers to
communication, and clear cryptic terminology which obfuscates the truth. 

When the times comes, a helping spirit will tame or calm the voices by
describing a rich World-view (the World being the source of voices). This
means, to place the  different disparate voices into a proper order, by their
Rational values, so we can think clearly and make sense — a rational order
conducive to life. The rational World  view must not be based on
circumstantial conditions in the world, but on a more solid, underpinning
structure — symbolic, yet tangible: the archetypical, relational factors of life.

If we are aware of the spiritual or tonal worlds, we can meet someone at
that tone and help them to look clearly and confront it, and they may burn off
some automatic consciousness, and regain control of that attention which was
stuck. Then they may move it more freely and use it more intentionally.  If we
are aware of the range of emotional tones of living beings and not completely
aloof, we  can avoid causing reactive effects and stirring up dramatizations.
All beings are now working things out and concentrating their minds toward
truth, and discovering self-regulation for themselves. This also is nature. 

Within the World, or the  full tone scale, the path through the spiritual
sub-worlds has a sensible progression, but it may only be correctly described
through illustrative example. Stepping through each world in turn, one must
supply experiences and imagery  from her own life to fill out the path. As
such, this essay is only like the outline of a story, and it only shows my own
attempt to sort out my mind. You must write your own story.  Then, in the
course of normal life  events, you will identify the signals of your  own
present tone, and determine the way forward, toward clarity and cause. 

Let it not be supposed that I was emboldened by accomplishment in one
thing, so I then imagined I could handle any thing alone. But I believed that
Love  would  guide  and  sustain  me,  being  fundamental  to  all  existence;  I
wished to see it for myself. I know also that the LORD my Love wills that I
dedicate all of my works to his Name, which I also wished to hear for myself.

Commit the sounds of the Law to memory. Practice the reciting of the
sounds at regular intervals, finding insight into their consistent structure, and
adjusting to the expressions of them. Pray the meanings for others, to commit
to them your understanding and help them to retain such in memory.  The
culmination is the study of the words in earnest, associating sound to shape,
root meaning to sound. Whether written  with  characters  or  alphabet, one
needs exposure to a  thousand root words to grasp the whole system. This
fully complements further learning. Let us dedicate even one tenth of our
time to internalizing the Law, making the mind a living body of the Law. 
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經
The Word of Truth (How)

In 5 dimensions, the shape of 6 points pulls us to the limit of imagining;
two etheric entities set themselves in contrast, together morphing from one
4D thing to another. This is the abyss to cross in trust, where truth seems
interchangeable with its duplication, and trebled in the vision of our mind.

Sister, you understood that all of nature follows — and follows from —
rational cause-and-effect, the continuous creation of action. It is motion
within motion, interchanging at countless scales simultaneously, richly
feedbacking, living worlds within worlds. Taken in total, this is Truth,
infinitely precise and unending, persisting without regard to anyone's words
describing it. And there, Life uses its present structure (ability), and
knowledge of its own structure, to further discover its structure, and so
further develop its ability. 

Those living in the Universe are born, grow, degenerate, and die
according to its motions. Beings suffer, reassess, and adapt to the actuality of
each cause and condition they face. He who values the continuation of life,
values truth, and the continuous revelation (discovery) of truth. 

Living beings must (1) turn toward and face the Universe, (2) see it with
their own eyes, (3) try and speak what they find, and (4) hear it in their own
rhythm, so that they might (5) share and cooperate according to it. They will
meet with disastrous  incidents, then confront disappointments within
themselves; but to roll it back, they will calm present upsets, and then
address prior painful experience; they commit to such a path. 

By degrees, the Speaker of the Law revealed to me the steps I should
take toward self-reliance, and then co-operation. 

All  of  one's  actions  and  harms both  declare  and  assent,  "Thus  shall
living beings in our world be treated." Every man is responsible for his own
actions. All beings without remainder can right now be trained to harm or not
to harm, to destroy or not to destroy. Every man is responsible for his own
teaching (speech) and training of mind to observe truth in its entirety. 

I shall not die  but I shall live  

and declare the  truth of the Lord.

 (Psa 118:17)
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ש ש  Σσ

21: The Son's Mystic Powers (Mat, Mrk.)
What lies over and beyond? Daughter, Shin is for Spirit, the Shepherd. 

Love, Jesus is your name. Your will is the true will within every life. 

Daughter, from the viewpoint of Earth, there are five elements necessary to
Cooperation. They can become aberrated, and they can clear up. The first
element of cooperation given to us, is Love's own left hand, its five digits.
These are our acknowledgment of all  Living hosts,  with their unique and
many different perceptions of symbols. 

Now, I will recount all of the preceding in a new light: From over the surface
of the books of the Torah, my Love showed to me the brilliant projection of a
girl all in white upon the Stage, her skin radiant like lapis lazuli. I could not
look at her directly, I was stricken, and my mind unhinged. But I perceived
that she could not yet see, nor hear, nor speak. Who is this to me? I supposed
that she is the notion of a self  — like one only just born. She is the law's
semblance, the outward and apparent causes of effects. Without motion or
expression, she stands facing the world. Her pure sensations are strong and
unwavering, and she shows the viewpoint of the air. 

This  spirit  then  leads  me  through  the  incident  of  un-knowing  the  world,
seeing all injustices anew, in her constant presence. Friend, are you breathing
mindfully? Are you moving through it? 

Matthew 7:6-10 / Proverbs 17 / Revelation 21

Whoso  mocketh  the  poor  reproacheth  his  Maker:  and  he  that  is  glad  at
calamities shall not be unpunished... 

He that covereth a transgression seeketh love; but he that repeateth a matter
separateth very friends. The beginning of strife is as when one letteth out
water: therefore leave off contention, before it be meddled with.

He that justifieth the wicked, and he that condemneth the just, even they both
are abomination to the Lord... Also to punish the just is not good, nor to
strike princes for equity.

A friend loveth at all  times,  and a brother is  born for adversity.  He that
begetteth a fool doeth it to his sorrow: and the father of a fool hath no joy. A
foolish son is a grief to his father, and bitterness to her that bare him.
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22: Entrustment (Luk, Act.)
And the enemy beckons. Dearest daughter, Taw is for Transformed. 

The second element given to us for cooperation on this earth, is Love's own
left foot, with five digits. These are the confession of our conscience, of our
deficient knowledge.

In the books of History, my eyes adjusted to the darkness of night, and I saw
the girl's image has grown into a young woman, already an artist, thinker, and
poet. Who is this to me? I supposed her to be the daughter of a self, a shadow
from my future. She is the law's nature, the innate and inner causes of effects.
She dwells in places of labor, and shows the views of water. 

This spirit then leads me through the second incident of un-knowing, which
is the internalizing of the first. Friend, are you staying hydrated?

The Revelation ends in entrustment. The human mind is fallible, and takes
descriptions of lawful ideals to mean they must be accomplished now. But
the  ideals  my  Love  presents  are  for  eternity,  approached  by  all  beings'
continuous effort. Mind dissociates in view of its total lawlessness, its un-
identification with Christ, the Salvation mind. ("Speak thou with us, and we
will hear: but let not God speak with us, lest we die." Exo 20:19) But this is
what must be, so that thoughts can become reordered again, and all emotion
brought into justification. 

Matthew 7:11-14 / Proverbs 18 / Revelation 22

Through desire a man, having separated himself, seeketh and intermeddleth
with all wisdom. 

A fool  hath no delight  in  understanding,  but  that  his  heart  may discover
itself.  When  the  wicked  cometh,  then  cometh  also  contempt,  and  with
ignominy reproach.

The name of the Lord is a strong tower: the righteous runneth into it, and is
safe.

Before  destruction  the  heart  of  man  is  haughty,  and  before  honour  is
humility.  He that  answereth a  matter  before he heareth  it,  it  is  folly  and
shame unto him... 

A  brother  offended  is  harder  to  be  won  than  a  strong  city:  and  their
contentions are like the bars of a castle... A man that hath friends must shew
himself friendly: and there is a friend that sticketh closer than a brother.
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23: Universal Gateway (Rom, Gal, Co.)
Stand against the king of pride. Upsilon is for Understanding, and Upright. 

The third element given to us for cooperation on this earth, is Love's own
right  foot,  with  five  digits.  These  are  to  attempt  in  gratitude  toward  the
creating  and  clarifying  of  surprising  new  agreements,  and  brand  new
acceptance of living beings.

In the books of the Prophets, in the dawning of the eternal First Day, I see the
projection shown to me as that of the broad-tongued Speaker of the Law, a
singer and orator. Now in her third stage of life, she bridges the gap between
potential  and  action,  thinking  and  speaking,  child  and  adulthood.  She  is
robed in black sackcloth, with dusty hair. Who is she to me? This is a self, a
true entity indeed.  She is the law's body, the direct and notable effects for
every cause. She dwells alone in the forest, planting views of wood. 

She rolls back the internal dialogue, by embracing the conscience with loving
agreement, asking: Friend, are you feeding your soul well? And this spirit of
the Speaker says, Speak without fear the things seen by Mari and by Jodi, the
two child images you saw before, who have witnessed man's outer world and
his inner world. Speak to protect them, and they will lead you to safety. 

Righteousness is imputed through complete humility and obeisance, so that
emotions  can be sanctified  to  the purpose of  all  Life.  The burning-up of
worldy desire is the shedding of light which enlightens the mind. 

Matthew 7:15-20 / Proverbs 19

Better is the poor that walketh in his integrity, than he that is perverse in his
lips, and is a fool.

The foolishness of man perverteth his way: and his heart fretteth against the
Lord.

Wealth maketh many friends; but the poor is separated from his neighbour...
All the brethren of the poor do hate him: how much more do his friends go
far from him? he pursueth them with words, yet they are wanting to him.

He  that  keepeth  the  commandment  keepeth  his  own  soul;  but  he  that
despiseth his ways shall die. 

He that hath pity upon the poor lendeth unto the Lord; and that which he
hath given will he pay him again.
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24: Former Affairs (Ph', Col, Th, Ti, Heb.)
The Amen, which has command over time: Phi is for Virtue, Verity. 

The fourth element given to us for cooperation on this earth, is Love's own
right hand, with its five digits. These are practicing toward consistency, thus
opening up the salience of the message to self and others as a team.

In commitment to the books of Wisdom, in the fullness of the light, I could
see the speaking spirit appear to me in a fearsome leader and votary of the
Way, with strong presence and purpose. Who is she now to me? A realized
self, the mother of many — the Church. She is the law's power, which is the
latent  effects  of  every  cause,  the  aggregate  rewards  of  one's  deeds.  The
universe is her home; she shares the view of fire. 

And this spirit of the Speaker of the Law rolls back the psychic pressures of
the world, opening up individuals: Friend, are you guarding your mind well?
Are you finding rest? 

The process of cognition is Survival. Attending to one's five-fold cognition of
the Universe, clearing the whole process from hindrances so that Life can be
reflected, then Life Himself lives through you, by the decision to reflect true
reality. That is the moral Law. 

When  emotions  are  all  sanctified,  arranged  on  the  complete  scale  of
continuity, all to the purpose of Life and none remaining, then Love does
glorify himself through this body. Suffering-through is glorification. 

Matthew 7:21-23 / Proverbs 19 cont.

Chasten thy son while there is hope, and let not thy soul spare for his crying.
A man of great wrath shall suffer punishment: for if thou deliver him, yet
thou must do it again.

Hear counsel, and receive instruction, that thou mayest be wise in thy latter
end... The fear of the Lord tendeth to life: and he that hath it shall abide
satisfied; he shall not be visited with evil. 

A slothful man hideth his hand in his bosom, and will not so much as bring it
to  his  mouth  again...  Smite  a  scorner,  and  the  simple  will  beware:  and
reprove one that hath understanding, and he will understand knowledge.

He that wasteth his father, and chaseth away his mother, is a son that causeth
shame, and bringeth reproach. Cease, my son, to hear the instruction that
causeth to err from the words of knowledge. 
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25: Wonderful Sound (Pe, Jam, Jud, Jn, Jhn.)
Share it in the fated hour. Omega is for Wonderful Witness, the Word.

The fifth element of cooperating in love, released by the lance, is the pouring
out of the separated blood & plasma from the Lord. In this, all elements are
comprehended together as a whole story of co-creation, the Salvation of one
with all. This is the Law: "To live," in the singular Living One. 

At last, in the Gospel I see clearly the Speaker in a truly awake life — whole,
operant, glorifying my Love. This is a Universal self, I think,  I can see the
Universe through her. And who isn't she? This is the law's influence here, the
total continuity of cause-and-effect from beginning to end. While remaining
a distinct self, her heart and mind compass out on all the living. They are
solved with her, and she with them. She shares her view of earth. 

The  Speaker  of  the  Law,  whose  lotus-patterned  song  places  the  creative
energy of LOVE clearly behind the Word, leads me now to share and commit
this work to you, dearest friend. Are you keeping body and mind clear of
excess pain, of self-imposed obstruction? 

By my Love's mystic power, He shows the interminable discourse of the Law
as a person, whom He has purposed to show the unfolding of His Law and
presence through. He resolves her image: from notion, to idol, to body, to a
person, to a true self in Christ. By such means, the veil separating earth from
heaven is parted, as He prepares men's hearts for His sudden appearance. 

Matthew 7:24-27 / Proverbs 20

Most men will proclaim every one his own goodness: but a faithful man who
can find?.. Who can say, I have made my heart clean, I am pure from my sin?

Even a child is known by his doings, whether his work be pure, and whether
it be right. Whoso curseth his father or his mother, his lamp shall be put out
in obscure darkness... An inheritance may be gotten hastily at the beginning;
but the end thereof shall not be blessed.

Say not thou, I will recompense evil; but wait on the Lord, and he shall save
thee...  
Man's goings are of the Lord; how can a man then understand his own way? 

It is a snare to the man who devoureth that which is holy, and after vows to
make enquiry... The spirit of man is the candle of the Lord, searching all the
inward parts of the belly.
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Name the LOVE which Lives!
With the 7th view-point, we reach the end of comprehension (the limit of

our active memory). It reins back into perfection the energetic confusion of 6,
and it can represent space in its total fullness and complexity, to such degree
that all returns to perfect uniformity. And who can peer past the limit of 7?
He will be carried back into the expressive seas of 2 and 3 in their power;
and then the 10, which stabilizes from far beyond. 

26: To Protect the Teachers (Rev.)
Yeshua, Jesus, I love you. It is you only I love, the true Life within my living
friends. That is the message. I dedicate my message and language to you. 

You committed the true gesture of Love without shadow of imperfection, so
that God, being all life and all truth, could be made undeniably present to us,
corporeal to us as a living Person, with a Person's name. You saved countless
lives by your symbolic gesture, not only in that moment, but forever into the
future, because: Life is the one and only objectively valuable thing that there
is — it will never not be so. Even in a future age where life is treated lightly
and your gesture is thus misunderstood, if one stumbles upon the truth that
life is precious, he will suddenly recognize the vast weight of your gesture:
that you made your own self to be the symbol of that exact truth. You stood
for all life. Likewise, should a man contemplate your name, he will become
aware that life is indeed valuable, contrary to what any powers may say. He
will know that all the world is for show, and that Good is pursued by richly
showing your objective Love through — by any and all creative means. 

For all teachers: Know that no man ever hated himself (Eph 5:29). This is a
hard saying. It cuts illusion like a diamond cutter. One who believes he hates
himself, believes a lie, and then he suffers much pain in attempt to prove it
true. All of man's suffering comes from trying to prove a lie. One's true self,
and true will, does not lie, and cannot hate. It is the actual, original mind,
which knows and works truth only. Find it, and return to it! 

Many may call my work strange, and the things I've described may sound
prideful to their ears. Lord Jesus my Love, forgive us all together! Guide and
protect us, and all of your votaries of the Law.  Lead us quickly to your End! 

 Yours in Hope, 

 Shala "Yuki" Zelotes 


